Public Workshop to Discuss ARB’s Discussion Draft
Mobile Source Strategy

Friday, October 16, 2015
9:00 am to 12:30 pm
Cal/EPA Headquarters Building
Byron Sher Auditorium, Second Floor
1001 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Webcast participants can e-mail questions to:
auditorium@calepa.ca.gov

Agenda

1. Overview of Strategy Development.................................9:00 am – 10:00 am
   • Opening remarks - Karen Magliano
   • Goals and planning process - Kirsten Cayabyab
   • Scenario analysis and SIP measure development - Nicole Dolney
   • Questions

2. Proposed Measure Concepts ........................................10:00 am – 12:00 pm
   On-Road Mobile Concepts
   • Light-duty - Joshua Cunningham
   • Heavy-duty - Michael Carter
   • Questions

   Off-Road Mobile Concepts
   • Fuels - Elizabeth Scheehle
   • Federal and international sources - Angela Csondes
   • Off-road equipment - Tess Sicat
   • Questions

3. Environmental Analysis/Next Steps ..............................12:00 pm – 12:30 pm
   • Environmental analysis - Kirsten Cayabyab
   • Next Steps - Kirsten Cayabyab
   • Questions